
Teaching a Workshop
Introduction
What initiates a software training&nbsp;workshop?

Often it is provoked by a crisis1.
Teams are already using the software but are failing in some way.1.
It is thought that general training in the tool will help2.
This is usually a “tool-focused” training3.

Sometimes it is initiated by a new version of software2.

What should initiate a&nbsp;workshop?
Strategic planning 1.
Language programs plan training at just the right time to equip teams to accomplish language
program tasks.
Regular interval2.

Technology pace of change is enough that you can assume that the technology you are using1.
today will be new and improved this time next year.
For Africa we have determined a pace of 1 week of training per team per year. Is this realistic in2.
your area?

How can the language technology dept.&nbsp;help?
We provide language technology training to improve the efficiency of language program tasks1.
But sometimes our tools accomplish those tasks in ways the project management has not thought of.2.
Our job is to know what features of the software will help accomplish which language program tasks.3.

Position yourself for successful&nbsp;training
Overview

Inform leadership of new language technology that will help their strategy1.
Learn what tasks the language programs want to accomplish2.
Measure the group's existing skills3.
Create learning objectives that align with the tasks4.

Inform leadership of new language technology that will help their&nbsp;strategy
When you leave here, you are responsible to share the things that are available with the leadership in your
area. Without this step, your training won't be successful because there won't be any training to do. It is
your job to look around and see where the tools you have learned about can save time and effort, or can
improve quality. As you point this out, people will become aware of the need for training. This needs to be
done early, because of the time it takes to arrange training events. 

Learn what tasks the group wants to&nbsp;accomplish
Don't accept a general answer. “We want to be able to work on our dictionaries” is not specific enough. If
this were broken down, it might result in the following tasks:

The participant will use semantic domains to add 300 words to the dictionary as a start, working1.
independently after the training
The participant will add example sentences, parts of speech, and Swahili glosses to each of the 3002.
entries.

These are specific tasks, or outcomes, that are important to establish before the training. 

Measure the group's existing&nbsp;skills
Test
A test is probably the best way to discover someone's skills, but few people will have the time to put



together such a test. If your situation allows it, you can design a test that will give you a clear idea of what
their skills are.

Survey
A survey is good when the group is spread out and independent, because it is hard for any one person to
know their capabilities. You can use Google forms to create an interactive survey, and you can easily
tabulate the results afterwards. If not everyone has good internet access, it might be better to do an email
or printed survey.

Query someone who understands the&nbsp;group
Ask the person who is organizing the training to explain the participants' strengths and weaknesses:

What tasks are the users are able to do well with the software they are currently using?1.
What tasks are the users are able to perform, but not in an efficient way?2.
What tasks are the users are unable to perform without more training?3.
What are the pitfalls that they are currently experiencing that prevents them from being successful?4.

This will enable you to get answers that relate to the tasks, starting with those they can perform well.Both
the survey and the query will help you to know your audience and how much time you will need to spend
on learning to do the new tasks.
Exercise: Answer the questions in the query above for a group that you know needs training. If you don't
know a specific need, create a hypothetical situation and respond for them.
 
Create learning objectives that bridge the current skills to the desired&nbsp;outcomes
Every class should be customized for its audience. You need to compare the level they are at with where
they need to be and design the course accordingly.
This is a good reason to do your own training, rather than bringing in an “expert”. If you do bring
someone in, make sure that the group's existing skill level and learning objectives are communicated
clearly! If you say you want them trained in software x, it is unlikely that the result will be very effective.
If the group has never used WeSay before, your learning objectives will be a bit different than for those
who are already using it. You will have to start with an explanation on how to install the software and how
to set up the initial project. Here we will assume that the group is already using WeSay, and so our
learning objectives for the above tasks would be:

The participants or their project administrators will know how to enable Semantic domains,1.
meanings, and parts of speech in the Administrator interface
The participants will know how to move between semantic domains and will add 300 words in those2.
categories.
The participants be know basic parts of speech and be able to add them to the entries3.
The participants will know how to write definitions in the vernacular and will add them for all of the4.
new entries

Exercise: Create learning objectives for the group whose skills you evaluated. We don't care about your
precise wording: 
The participant shall learn to configure and manipulate the consistency checks. 
or just 
Set up and run the consistency checks 
is all the same for this exercise. Just make them descriptive enough so that we have something to measure
them by at the end of the course, so you might want to add 

so that errors in the text are identified.
 
Writing Training&nbsp;Modules
Training modules are a group of learning objectives that are able to be accomplished in the time that is
allotted for the class. My preferred training slot is an hour and a half, with lots of time for hands on



exercises. Recently, however, I was forced to work in 50 minutes modules. That is OK, as long as the
following ratio is observed:
40% teaching/demonstration
60% hands on learning/exercises
I had to learn this lesson the hard way when I discovered that despite my excellent teaching  , very little
of it was sticking  . I had to cut way back on the amount of information that I was providing, and instead
take the time to allow the students to experiment and learn on their own. This is part of the Learning that
Lasts principles:

Learner centered1.
Action with reflection2.
Solving Problems3.
Teamwork4.
Self-direction and self-discovery5.

The training department of SIL Cameroon has put together some training that adapts some of the
Learning that Lasts principles for software training. This is what we will use as our model for writing a
training module.

Overview
Introduction1.

Where are we?1.
Why is this important?2.
What will you do?3.

Demonstration2.
Exercises3.
Summary4.

Introduction
Where are&nbsp;we?

IntroductionDemonstration Exercises Summary

Where are we?Why is this important What will you do?    

As you present, you the presenter know exactly what you are doing and why you are doing it.
Unfortunately, this information does not always come across to the user. What seems very obvious to the
presenter is often not at all obvious to the user. The “Where are we” question is designed to show where
this task fits into the grand scheme of things. At the beginning of the lesson, it is very important to
present how the steps that you will learn in this session fit into the tasks the user hopes to accomplish.
This will prevent the question:
Remind me, why are we doing this again?Remind users of where this fits, not only at the beginning of
the lesson, but also throughout the lesson.Here is an example of how the Cameroon training documents do
this visually at each major step in the lesson: Download the document here

Note: The formatting of these tables was corrupted during the move to the new website. You may ignore
this section.

Approve spelling of common&nbsp;words
Configure the word listSpell checking

Approve spelling of common wordsCheck
the words that Paratext thinks are wrong

Check similar
words

Show the red
squiggly lines

Check the current
book

—- Step by step instructions…

http://learningthatlasts.org/node/106
http://learningthatlasts.org/node/106
http://wiki.lingtransoft.info/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=lsct:13:spell_checking_71.pdf


Check the words that Paratext thinks are&nbsp;wrong
Configure the word listSpell checking

Approve spelling of common wordsCheck
the words that Paratext thinks are wrong

Check similar
words

Show the red
squiggly lines

Check the current
book

—- Step by step instructions…

Check similar&nbsp;words
Configure the word listSpell checking

Approve spelling of
common words

Check the words that Paratext thinks
are wrongCheck similar words

Show the red
squiggly lines

Check the current
book

—- Step by step instructions…

Show the red squiggly&nbsp;lines
Configure the word listSpell checking

Approve spelling of
common words

Check the words that
Paratext thinks are wrong

Check similar wordsShow the
red squiggly lines

Check the current
book

—- Step by step instructions…

Check the current&nbsp;book
Configure the word listSpell checking

Approve spelling of
common words

Check the words that
Paratext thinks are wrong

Check similar
words

Show the red squiggly linesCheck
the current book

—- Step by step instructions…

Why is this&nbsp;important?

IntroductionDemonstration Instruction Summary

Where are we?Why is this important What will you do?    

Knowing where you are in the process is only part of the context the user needs. It is also important to
remind them why this task is important. What are the consequences of not doing this task? What are the
benefits if this task is done? You can present this in the beginning of the class, but you should also stop
and remind the users of the benefit of this lesson or step at several points.
What will you&nbsp;do?

IntroductionDemonstration Instruction Summary

Where are we? Why is this importantWhat will you do?    

This is where you explain what you will be doing specifically in the demonstration, and what they in turn
will do for the exercise. Remember that this has to do with the forest and the trees. The menu commands
in the software looks like trees do when you are standing in the middle of the forest. They all look the



same. You need to give them the view from above, looking down on the forest so that they know what the
main goal or direction is before you tell them how to navigate from tree to tree. In the spell checking
example, the “What you will do” statement is as follows:
Firstly you need to configure the wordlist and build up a list of correct words.
Then you can get the computer to show red squiggly lines under the words it does not know.

Then you will begin to correct any errors.

Notice how the overarching goal is to correct spelling errors in the text. But the students need to be
told that what we are doing in the class are all steps towards achieving that goal. 

Demonstration

IntroductionDemonstration Instruction Summary

Where are we? Why is this important What will you do?    

The goal of the demonstration is to show the class the beginning state and the end result, all while
watching you perform the steps so they know no magic is involved. It follows, of course, that when they
look the other way even for a brief moment, they will miss an important step and not understand how the
results were produced.It is important that laptop screens be tilted forward for the duration of the
demonstration. Their eyes are forward on the screen, and they then can grasp the big picture of what is
taking place. They will only be willing to do this if you assure them that the teaching module document
contains all of the steps necessary to do this on their own. 
Exercises

Introduction DemonstrationInstruction Summary

Where are we? Why is this important What will you do?    

The exercises must be clearly spelled out, and preferably you will include screen shots of important steps
along the way. The simplest way to do this is in two passes, once to write the steps and a second pass to
take the screen shots. Just perform the operation and write down every step as you do it. There is no dark
secret or skill in preparing the materials, if you can do the steps, then you can prepare the document.For
the screen shots, the built-in solution is to use the “Snipping Tool” that is built into Windows 7 and Vista.
This will allow you to take screen shots of a window or rectangular region of the screen that you select. If
you aren't too picky, you can quickly draw an arrow in red to identify the button or menu item you are
pointing at. A better and free solution is called Jing. Jing allows you to capture images and add the cursor
or arrow to highlight what you are pointing to.You may need to time how long it takes to complete the
exercise until eventually you get a feel for how much time the students will take on a given exercise. It is
important that the exercise gets finished during the class time. You can include bonus steps at the end for
students who are more advanced and who will finish before the others.Lsstly, when preparing exercises,
vary them so that for some they work on their own and some they work as a team. Sometimes more
learning takes place when a group works together as a team instead of as individuals. 
Summary

Introduction Demonstration InstructionSummary

Where are we? Why is this important What will you do?    

The summary is not absolutely necessary, but as you can see from the Cameroon document, it is a very
nice touch. It is like a cheat sheet for quick reference to the things that they learned. Do this if you can! 
Task-oriented Learning
In a recent workshop on Paratext 7 for Consultants, we made a strong effort to focus only on the tasks
that Bible translation consultants would specifically deal with. Here is an example. Please look at these

http://www.techsmith.com/download/jing/
http://wiki.lingtransoft.info/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=lsct:13:spell_checking_71.pdf


and discuss how they compare to the topics you might normally expect from a Paratext workshop. What is
different? What is the same?

Example of task-oriented learning&nbsp;objectives
Paratext for Consultants

Doing effective exegetical preparation for a consultant checking session1.
Set up and save workspace

Keeping good records of your preparatory notes and comments2.
Consultant notes project

Understanding the usage of source language words by searching for them in other contexts.3.
Search and source language tools

Collaborating with teams to receive their text and back translations and send comments4.
Send and Receive

Taking notes during a checking session and sending it in a report afterwards5.
Using notes

Helping teams check their use of Biblical key terms.6.
Using the Biblical Terms tool

Helping teams follow key term usage during drafting, and adding terms to the glossary7.
Using the Biblical Terms window, Using glossary tab

Checking to see if the team is making progress and if they are making the changes you agreed upon.8.
Project History

Set up the spell checker to provide useful suggestions to the team.9.
Spell checking

Making sure that you receive the back translation and that it is up to date with the translated text10.
Back translation projects and Interlinear text

Discussion
Not just computer training… we need to work together with the specific domain to create content for an
integrated approach to training. We strongly resisted calling this “Paratext Training”How can you work
together with the existing training that is happening in your entities to integrate technology:
Literacy
Anthropology
Translation
Linguistics

Planning a&nbsp;workshop
How will the cost be&nbsp;covered?
How far in advance should it be&nbsp;planned
Rule of thumb - One week of tech training per project per&nbsp;year
Basic planning&nbsp;information:

Date:1.
Place:2.
Workshop Title:3.
Objectives:4.
Target Audience:5.
Prerequisites:6.
Programs used:7.
Length:8.
Leaders to contact:9.
Resource people to contact:10.
Training materials exist?11.



Exercise: (Monday or Tuesday) Plan a workshop with the above details. Get together with someone from
your area if possible.
 
Training pitfalls
Don’t put people of varying levels in the same&nbsp;course.
Assess the training goals and divide a course into smaller, progressive segments. That way, users can
decide which parts of the course they want to attend. You don't waste their time while explaining simple
tasks when they are only interested in more advanced tasks.

Don’t cover more than they can&nbsp;handle
Better by far to teach a single program thoroughly, than to teach several programs poorly.

Don’t do menu-based&nbsp;instruction
Your goal is to demonstrate the software as a tool to accomplish a task. The user must organize his/her
knowledge of the software around tasks to be accomplished, rather than around the menu structure,
which may have no rhyme nor reason.

Don’t forget to specify&nbsp;prerequisites.
A complete computer novice will substantially slow down the course, causing frustration for the novice,
the trainer, and the rest of the class.

Don’t fail to supply printed or electronic&nbsp;documentation
Unconfident users will try to write down every step that you tell them. Beat them to it and supply all of the
steps in advance. Then they can give their full attention to the course.

Don't fail to provide concrete exercises with sample&nbsp;data
Don't forget to specify hardware/software requirements in&nbsp;advance
Logistics
Projector
Resolution max 1024 x 768, but preferrably 800 x 600
Wrap the cord around the leg of the table to keep projector from falling
Please adjust focus, and keystone
Please use a UPS if the power is unstable where you are. It is bad for the bulb to suddenly shut off, and it
does waste a lot of time waiting for the bulb to come back on again.
Set the computer to duplicate your screen to the projector. If you don't, you will be looking over your
shoulder and away from the students. It is also very distracting when dialog boxes pop up on the wrong
screen and you have to drag them over.

Amplification
I consider that I have a reasonably loud voice, but I prefer to use a mic bacause:
People are more likely to pay attention when they don't have to strain to hear you
You don't want to lose your voice after talking loud for a couple hours

Local wiki&nbsp;site
If you are able, set up a local wiki with the training content using DokuWiki, TikiWiki, or some other. After
the workshop, the content can be moved to the real website. You can do this on SME Server or Ubuntu,
but this does require a level of experience with web hosting.
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